
Explanations for writing programs for controlling the CW-3000 series system-components 
 
1. The communication with the CW-3000 series system-components is made using the protocol of the PC’s 

serial port (ComPort). The control by the CW-3081 PROGRAMMER is made this way, too. The data rate is 
1225 Baud or 5208 Baud. (This values arise from the 80C31 circuitry using 4 MHz clock). At making tests, 
br1200 set on the PC was accepted, br4800 was not. In basic state the units are waiting for message at baud 
rate of 1225. 

 
2. Some words about the CW-3081 PROGRAMMER: the Programmer after having been connected to the unit 

to be programmed, requests the unit for rising the data rate, by sending instruction N21 (see the section 
“Instruction set of the CW-3000 system-components”). The unit gives its response at increased data rate 
(5208 Baud) already. After the response, the Programmer communicates with the unit at the increased data 
rate, if no response arrived, the Programmer repeats the instruction in each 300 ms. The unit perceives the 
connected state of the Programmer by the interrupts caused by the incoming instructions. If no interrupt 
occurs, after 2.4 s the unit gets back to its normal state, and operates according to the data stored in its 
memory. 

 
3. The unit operates with 5 V supply voltage. The ±12 V signals of the port have to be matched to this level. 

Attachment 1 shows the scheme of the coupling between PC and the unit. Attachment 2 is the circuit 
diagram of the control board. 
Note: the TXD point of the PC is to be connected to the RXD point of the unit, and the RXD point of the PC 

is to be connected to the TXD point of the unit! 
 
4. Multiple units can be cascaded to a bus. For units mounted in 19" rack a special cascading board is available 

(Attachment 3). After cascading 24 units, a repeater has to be used (Attachment 4). If necessary, cascading 
boards and repeaters can be delivered. 

 
5. The bus address of the individual units can be set with the Programmer. Available addresses are 1 to 254. 

Address 255 is a general address, it calls all units. The Programmer addresses the units using the general 
address 255. Upon other address than the general address and its individual address, the unit des not react. 

 
6. The communication is made using 8 bit data with 1 parity bit and 1 start/stop bit. The parity bit is an 

uncommon one, after address it is always “1” (Mark) and after any other data "0" (Space). 
 
7. Structure of the instructions to be sent to the units: 
 

 Address Instruction Data ETX Checksum CR Remark 

 255 e 79 3 215 13  
 string: = char(255)+ 'e'+ '7'+'9'+ char(3)+ char(215)+ char(13) Delphi 7 
 byte 255 101 55 + 57 3 215 13 decimal 

 
7.1. Address: Address of the unit, along with a parity bit. 
7.2. Instruction: Code of the instruction along with the 0 parity bit. 
7.3. Data: The actual data written with ASCI II characters. E.g. at giving the frequency: '132.25' 

 The antecedent zeros do not need to be sent, the length of Data depends on the kind of the 
instruction. Write those characters displayed on the CW-3081 PROGRAMMER. 

7.4. ETX: Character indicating the end of instruction. 
7.5. Checksum: It is composed as: 255 + 101 + 55 + 57 + 3 = 471, then the part above the byte is cut: 
   471-256 = 215 (The LSB is used only) 
  The remaining byte is always transmitted with its highest bit (D7) set to "1". (In the 

example it does not need to be done, it gives itself.) 
 This way, the checksum is always between 128 and 255. 
7.6. CR: Character indicating the end of the message. 
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8. After switching on the unit, its front panel LEDs make a short check-up light play, which is started by the 

switch-on reset instruction. Instruction e79, shown in the previous example, gives a reset to the unit. With 
this instruction the LED light play can be started from the PC. At designing programs, execution of the first 
instruction can be tested with it, at the simplest way. The oscilloscope picture of the signal form of the 
instruction is shown in Attachment 5. 

 
9. The unit after having received an instruction addressed to it, gives a response. Appearance of the response 

shows, that the instruction worked. It is very important that the instructions are free of errors. The checksum 
seems to be complicated, but its composition serves the elimination of the transmission errors. 

 
Structure of the unit’s response in a general case: 
 

 Address Instruction Function 
number 

State & 
LED info 

Data & 
Char. form ETX Checksum CR Remark 

 255 H 57 155  201 132.25 3 225 13  

string:= char(255)
+ 

'H'+ '5+'7'+ char(155)+ 

char(201) 
 char(3) char(225) char(13) Delphi 7 

byte 255   3  3  13 decimal 
 
9.1. The unit always sends back the Address it was addressed by. The parity bit is “1”. 
9.2. The unit always sends back the Instruction code (1 byte), after having understood it. If the unit cannot 

understand the instruction or finds it faulty, it sends back a "z" character, which means that the 
instruction could not be processed. The unit can identify some kind of faults and indicate them in the 
following way: checksum error: 1, wrong message format: 2, protection number error: 4. 

9.3. The Function number is an ASCI II number consisting of two bytes. It indicates the number of the 
actual parameter the data is assigned to. 

  At writing the software. the function number is very useful, this supports the orientation in the system. 
9.4. The Status & LED info is a data consisting of two bytes, their values can be between 128 and 255. It 

serves the operation of the LEDs of the Programmer. 
9.5. Data, consists of a maximum of 6 bytes. Its characters follow each other in ASCI II code, the same way 

as sent in the instruction, indicating that the unit accepted and set this value. Antecedent zeros are not 
sent here either. If the unit cannot accept accurately the data of the instruction as it was sent, e.g. 
because of rounding, the actually set (e.g. rounded) value is be sent back. 
The Data can be followed by the Char. form, consisting of a maximum of 5 bytes. The values of the 
bytes can be between 128 and 255 only. These bytes operate the seven segment display of the 
Programmer. Char. form is not present in each response, and is not needed when controlling from PC. 

9.6. ETX response ending character, the same as sent in the instruction. 
9.7. Checksum, the same as sent in the instruction. 
9.8. CR message closing character, the same as sent in the instruction. 
 
10. The structure of the response message is also determined, only the length of the Data and the Char. 

form is variable. The groups can be easily selected using the D7 bit. Attachment 6 shows the signal form 
of the unit’s response sent to instruction e79. 

  The unit sends response to all instructions sent to it. Do not repeat instruction or send further instruction 
within 300 ms if the response does not arrive. Saving to the EEPROM is a much longer process, it takes 
about 1.1 s. 

 
11. When the first software was written for the CW-3000 system, the main goal was serving the 

Programmer unit, thus the program is “Programmer unit - oriented” .Today, we could write a software 
giving more support for the PC, but the control from PC can be solved perfectly using this existing 
software. 

 Start programming with making some exercise with the use of the Programmer, then upon its 
functionality compile your PC program. 
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12. Example: 
 The unit to be controlled: CW-3823 
 
12.1. 255 e79 3 215 13 Reset instruction or 
 255 A 3 ... Jump to the first function of the first subunit. (After sending this instruction the 

program writer knows the actual place in the menu). 
12.2. 255 R 500.00 3 ... Direct data entering for setting the frequency to 500.00 MHz. 
  Response: 255 H 03 500.00, which means that the unit accepted setting of 500.00 

MHz for item 03. “03” is the function number of the “Input frequency” 
parameter. 

12.3.  255 R 500.01 3 ... Direct data entering for setting the frequency to 500.01 MHz. 
  Response: 255 H 03 500.00, which means that the unit accepted the instruction, 

but due to the raster of the PLL, it rounded the 500.01 MHz value to 500.00 
MHz. 

12.4. 255 J 62 3... Saving the data to the EEPROM (send out only if no further steps are to be 
made). 

  Note: the number of the EEPROM writing cycles is limited (10,000) therefore do 
not use this instruction unnecessarily, save only after all steps have been made. 

12.5. 255 C 3 197 13 Step to the next item in the menu. Response: 255 C 64 
  64 is the function number of the “Output frequency” item. When repeating the 

instruction, the function number changes, according to the actual menu items. For 
CW-3823 the function numbers and menu items are: 

  03 Input frequency 
  64 Output frequency 
  50 Output signal on/off 
  57 Output level 
  124 Output automatics 
  56 Gated ALC 
  For other CW-3000 units the function numbers of the parameters can be read out 

of the given unit. All function numbers are listed in the attached file “CW-
3000Bus-a1.dat”), which is available in Hungarian only but due to the technical 
terms it can be used without knowledge of Hungarian, too. 

12.6. 255 W 3 ... External control state switch off (exit). 
  The software uses also the instruction ‘external control state switch on (entry)’, 

but generally it works without this instruction, too. 
12.7. 255 R 03 3... This instruction permits direct jump to the desired menu item (parameter). 
 



Instruction set of the CW-3000 system-components 
 
 Code Explanation 
 
 A First function of the first subunit (first menu item) 
 B First function of the next subunit 
 b Next subunit 
 R+data Direct entering of the subunit (tuner, converter etc.) and the function number 

(frequency, level etc.). 
  Important instruction when controlling from PC, using this instruction the individual 

parameters can be accessed directly. 
 C Next function (step to the next menu item) 
 L Previous function (step back to the previous menu item) 
 D Slow stepping forwards + 
 E Fast stepping forwards + 
 F Slow stepping backwards - 
 G Fast stepping backwards - 
 H+data Direct entering of data. (transmitting data from the PC to the selected parameter.) 
 I Direct data query from the EEPROM 
 J62 Store (the attached number serves the error protection) 
 K Status query in vacant time 
 M Request for lower data rate (ComPort) 
 N21 Request for higher data rate (ComPort) 
 O Complex instruction 
 O29 Data rate increase and external control state switch off 
 O39 External control state switch off 
 O40 Data rate increase and external control state switch on 
 O44 External control state switch on 
 V35 External control state switch on (this instruction simulates the state with connected 

Programmer unit, that is: automatic decrease of the data rate and refreshing the RAM is 
disabled if no data traffic on the line. 

 W External control state switch off, along with data rate change enabled and RAM 
refreshing enabled. 

  Opposite to instruction V35. 
 c12 Service mode switch on. 
 d34 Service mode switch off 
 m17 Extended mode switch on 
 n23 Extended mode switch off 
 j75 Supplemental mode switch on 
 k68 Supplemental mode switch off 
 P RAM refresh disable, EEPROM read disable. 
 Q RAM refresh enable 
 T Keeping increased data rate on (the data rate will not decrease automatically) 
 U Keeping increased data rate off (the data rate will decrease automatically) 
 h Refreshing the peripheries disabled, use of the I2C bus disabled, AFC and mute do not 

work 
 i Refreshing the peripheries enabled 
 S Onefold overall refreshing (RAM and peripherals) independently of any other settings 
 e79 Hardware reset 
 X Query Type number, the actual function not performed 
 Y Query Error code, the actual function not performed
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 f Query Serial number  
 l Query Software version 
 z Request for repeating last message (can be sent by the unit only) 
 a Query Signal level 
 g Recall Factory settings 
 o Reserve 
 p Reserve 
 q Reserve 
 r Reserve 
 s Reserve 
 
 
Instructions used by the Programmer: 
  B, C, L, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, N, O29, c, d, m, n, X, Y, f, l, j, k 
 
All further instructions have been designed for the control from PC. 
 
Remark: some unimportant details have not been mentioned. 


